SPEAKER SHEET
Licensed Legal Consultant & Speaker
Specialising in Wills and Estate Planning
to give you & your family peace of mind
whilst also saving you £000’s
Gavin specialises in Wills and Trusts, Lasting Powers of
Attorney, Care Fee and Inheritance Tax Mitigation.
Gavin makes the often complicated subject of Wills and
Estate Planning easy for you to understand in his engaging,
informative and fun talks.

Speaking Topics
Secret Strategies To Save You £000’s
- Little known secrets that cost nothing to implement but
can save you thousands!
Why Inheritance Tax Is Voluntary But People Still Pay It!
- The 4 categories of people that paid £5.2bn in 2017 & how
to make sure you’re not one of them.
Top 7 Reasons Why You Need A Will & What Happens If
You Don’t!
- Need I say more!
Scary Stories and Happy Endings
- What can go wrong and how to make it better again.
The Disabled Person’s Essential Toolkit
- The MUST HAVE low cost solution to safeguard a
disabled/vulnerable person’s inheritance.
You’ve Inherited……What !!
- Humorous, bizarre and down right weird bequests and
stories from the strange world of the Will Writer!

SPEAKER SHEET
Reviews:
Gavin's presentation was funny, witty, warm and full of
useful information……. I shall be taking up some of his
advice. P.Harland
Gavin’s speech was confident, full of energy and
humour even on the serious topic of Inheritance Tax! M
Pegg
Gavin naturally engages the audience, is very at ease
on stage, great use of examples and visual aids……
has a natural ability to capture the audiences attention.
M. Brun
I have used Gavin for my family Wills and his service,
knowledge, professionalism and pricing have been
second to none. What can be a tricky subject was dealt
with both good humour and fantastic attention to
detail. The whole experience was first class, on time
and fantastic value for money. Top Man – A Hankin
Gavin's knowledge of his subject area is second to
none. It is an absolute must to at least have a
conversation with Gavin. He can save you and your
family an absolute truck load of money!
Highly Recommended. J.Kemp
Gavin gave me some excellent advice about a tricky
family situation and went out of his way to be helpful.
A.Wren

Gavin Prideaux-Williams is a Licensed Legal Consultant
in association with Countrywide Tax and Trust
Corporation Limited
Qualified by examination with the Institute of Professional
Will Writers and continues to attend in-house technical
training to stay at the forefront of his field.
GPW Trusts
gavin@gpwtrusts.co.uk
www.gpwtrustusts.co.uk
01978 761483
07979 697 231

